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Simrad go7 xse update

Keep up to date with the latest software updates Updates more efficient product support about new products, promotions and events Yes, I want to register No, I will make significant improvements to the top water column, Noise and Stack Reduction as well as Improved General Clarity Highlight Final
Software Upgrade once again ·         TVG (Time Variable Gain) functionality has been significantly improved to remove clutter at the top of the screen without affecting near-surface fish targets. With this enhancement, TVG from time to time reveals hidden fish piling up on the surface instead of all rotary
filting near the surface, which will reduce the usefulness of the upper part of the water column. This makes a big difference to fishermen fishing in the upper half of the water column, ability to remove clutter caused by suspended sediment, wave movement and other ailments without affecting fish targets.
The update also simplifies the TVG scale, reducing TVG levels to four options, making it easier to use. In addition, Auto Gain calculations have been developed to provide better performance in a wider range of transduser loads and vascular speeds. ·         Network Dual Sonar technology allows users to
view and control two independent, live sonar sources from separate locations on a single screen. Eliminating the need for separate displays or offering networked sonar resources as an alternative on a single screen, this powerful new feature gives fishermen a comprehensive picture of underwater
activities with convenient and complete control. ·         SonarChart Live gives you the ability to create anglers 1' (.5m) HD bathymetric maps - in real time - NSS evo2, NSO evo2 and GO XSE displays. Maps are created by converting sonar rotations to detailed stroke maps when you navigate. Anglers is an
ideal new place for fishing, SonarChart Live helps raise awareness of shallow areas and reveal unexplored sub-features. SonarChart Live requires a Navionics mapping card with an active graphics updates subscription. ·         Navionics Dock-to-Dock Autorouting (not available in U.S. territorial waters)
creates smart, detailed ways to navigate through congested, narrow passages and canals. Advanced Navionics algorithmfactors from marine charts such as chart data, navigation aids and water depth, and data from SonarChart Live to view the proposed route. Dock-to-dock Autorouting requires a
Navionics card with an active graphics updates subscription. ·         With Navionics Plotter Sync, anglers can easily download the latest Navionics graphics data and transfer switching road signs and paths between navionics app and Navionics card via wireless connection of NSS evo2 and GO XSE



displays. Also, road signs and routes are Database of NSS evo2, NSO evo2 and GO XSE displays. Plotter Sync requires a Navionics mapkar with a subscription to the Navionics app and an active daily updates subscription. ·         New software enhancements to NSS evo2, NSO evo2 and GO XSE
displays make them work directly with all third-party audio equipment suitable for nmea 2000® Marine Entertainment/Audio Protocol, including audio partners, JL Audio® Infinity® and Polk®- more. We are committed to always delivering the latest software enhancements to our existing customers, said
Leif Ottosson, CEO and President of Navico. We are confident that users of NSS, NSO and GO XSE will be excited about the new functionality and feature enhancements included in this software update. For more information about NSS evo2, NSO evo2, GO XSE or other products in Simrad Yachting
marine electronics, www.simrad-yachting.com the market. Keep up to date with the latest software updates More efficient product support updates about new products, Yes, I would like to record no another time, I would like to keep up to date with more efficient product support Updates about these new
products, promotions and events yes, I would like to register No, I will do this another time Simrad GO XSE, Evo2, Evo3, S2009 and S2016, have released an 18.2 software update with a number of exciting new features. Launched in early 18.1 years, boasting additions such as FishReveal, high contrast
StructureScan for NSS Evo3, MotorGuide integration and Dock-to-Dock Autorouting/EasyRouting. Now thanks to the new 18.2 update, there will be more functionality than ever before. As a guide, update number 18.2 means the year of the update (2018), followed by the release number of the year (i.e.
becoming the second version). Check out the new developments below! Minute Markers Minute Pointers sounder appears at the top of the screen. This is a strip of alternate hyphens representing time, representing the line, each black and white strip representing 1 minute. This provides a quick visual
reference to the time taken since a Fish school or feature passed over it - useful for towing feeds, or for commercial trolls who want to know when the target enters their network. The Color Mark &amp; Colour Erase Color Mark allows you to change the selected colors that appear in the sounder to a color
of your choice. This allows you to highlight fish that are hard at the bottom or a specific target strength that you are targeting, so it is much easier to see at a glance. Colour Erase, meanwhile, lets you filter out certain colors from your screen so you can remove unwanted Sonar turns like &gt;Termoclines,
small bait Fish or other small targets without changing your earnings. When you use the two together, it's tool to focus on desired returns. GO XSE, Evo2 or Evo3 you can only buy graphics from your MFD now you can buy and download CMAP Genesis graphics from your MFD instead of using PC. Just
select the 'Store' icon at the bottom of the home page to go to the GoFree store. All you need is a GoFree account and an internet connection, and you will be able to download SD Card charts directly. You will also be able to purchase feature upgrades such as Halo Velocity Track. Yamaha &amp;
Mercury Engine Integration With this latest upgrade, you can fully integrate your Yamaha or Mercury engine with your GO XSE, Evo2 or Evo3. The upgrade also means your Yamaha has the option to be completely less measured! Just use your Yamaha gateway module (6YG-8A2D0-00-00) instead of
the CL7 indicator to unlock Yamaha features on your MFD.1. Cl7 indicator not required – completely indicator-less! 2. Engine Trim or Tank calibration 3. Fuel Flow 4. Maintenance Intervals 5. Alarm Configuration 6. Fault Code Reporting 18.2 also gives Mercury extra functionality, with updates to the latest
engine models, and the ability to purchase MFD flat feature upgrades. There have also been improvements to the Autopilot and Ship Control interfaces. When your Evinrude Engine Integration Simrad is connected to Evinrude Motor Control &gt;Kafa via NMEA 2000, Evinrude engine monitoring and
functionality are automatically enabled – meaning you can monitor and control the engine from your MFD. Bluetooth Call and Text Notifications View incoming phone calls and messages from a Smartphone connected to Bluetooth on your Evo3 or GO XSE! If you have an Android phone, you can reply or
send messages from MFD. If you want not to be disturbed and are in the water to get away from everyone, you don't need to connect Bluetooth or you can also set up an automatic response to fish. It's up to you! How to Upgrade Just bring units into our Fairfield showroom and it will be updated for you
while we wait - or download the upgrade here for FREE. For more information, contact us at CH Smith Marine (03) 9403 4800. Bring ease of in-car navigation to the boat. Enjoy new functionality and accessory support with the latest software updates for NSS evo3, NSS evo2, NSO evo2 and Simrad GO
series displays. Find more fish in less time with FishReveal™ technology, see sub-details like never before with advanced StructureScan imaging in NSS evo3, easier to navigate with improved C-MAP graphics, and more. Just set your destination and the screen will suggest the shortest route suitable for
the boat. This update extends support for Navionics Dock-to-dock Autorouting and C-MAP Easy now available in North America. Requires compatible Navionics or C-MAP graphics. This all-new look unites crystal clear CHIRP sonar fish targets with superior, high-resolution views of sub-detail, structure
and bait fish. Available on all screens except the original Simrad GO7 (GO7 works on XSE/XSR). SideScan, DownScan Imaging™ and StructureScan® the performance and clarity of HD or 3D imaging without sacrificing range. See more fish, feed schools, building features and dramatic sub-definition
than ever before. This feature is exclusive to NSS evo3. C-MAP graphics no longer get a significant upgrade to readability. This development is most pronounced near the coast: the colors used for land, docks, anchorage areas, water and canals are more clearly distinguished, and the water contour lines
are different, which make it easier to tell where your boat is in terms of ducts, navaids, ledges, pop-ups or land spots. MotorGuide® Xi5™ check your trolling engine from your Simrad display, the MotorGuide Pinpoint GPS gateway and your ®'s NMEA 2000 network. With positioning controls and under-
ground views on a single screen, fish search has never been easier. Easy.
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